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union, who are required to sign your union’s LM report, are responsible for properly
maintaining union records.
In addition, Local 66G records of expenses for meals charged to union credit cards did not
include written explanations of union business conducted or the names and titles of the
persons incurring the restaurant charges. Also, Local 66G officers did not provide itemized
receipts for five meal expenses totaling at least $150.82. Union records of meal expenses
must include itemized receipts, written explanations of the union business conducted, and
the full names and titles of all persons who incurred the restaurant charges. Also, the
records retained must identify the names of the restaurants where the officers or employees
incurred meal expenses. These records are necessary to determine if such disbursements
are for union business purposes and to sufficiently fulfill the recordkeeping requirement of
LMRDA Section 206.
2.

Lost Wages
Local 66G did not retain adequate documentation for lost wage reimbursement payments to
totaling at least $581.46. The union must maintain records in support of lost
wage claims that identify each date lost wages were incurred, the number of hours lost on
each date, the applicable rate of pay, and a description of the union business conducted.
The OLMS audit found that Local 66G did not retain any record of the dates, hours
worked, or the purpose(s) of the lost time for
reimbursement because
was not a union officer during the period that the lost time was incurred.

Based on your assurance that Local 66G will retain adequate documentation in the future, OLMS
will take no further enforcement action at this time regarding the above violations.
Reporting Violation
The audit disclosed a violation of LMRDA Section 201(a), which requires that a union submit a
copy of its revised constitution and bylaws with its LM report when it makes changes to its
constitution or bylaws. Local 66G amended its constitution and bylaws in 2010, but did not file
a copy with its LM report for that year. Local 66G has now filed a copy of its constitution and
bylaws.
Other Issues
1. Lost Wages Policy
During the opening interview, you advised that Local 66G permits officers to be paid for
the time missed from work to conduct union business (lost time pay) and to be paid for
conducting union business when no time is missed from work, such as in the evenings or
on weekends (pay for union work). Local 66G does not differentiate between lost time pay
and pay for union work. The audit revealed that Local 66G does not have a clear
documented policy regarding when officers can be paid lost time pay or pay for union
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work. The lack of a detailed policy would prevent OLMS from verifying that the payments
that must be included in Item 24 of Local 66G’s Form LM-3 are the authorized amounts,
and, therefore, are correctly reported.
Whatever your union’s policy, it should be reduced to writing and added to your union’s
bylaws or approved at an executive board or membership meeting where they can be
supported by entries in meeting minutes. Once established, it is important that your union
consistently follow its policy for handling lost time pay and pay for union work.
2. Vacation Pay
During the opening interview, you stated that all Local 66G officers receive a vacation
payment at the end of the year based on a percentage of the time that officer worked for the
union. The percentage is determined by the vacation payment chart in the local’s collective
bargaining agreement. The audit revealed that Local 66G does not have a clear
documented policy regarding this policy in the union’s records. The lack of a detailed
policy would prevent OLMS from verifying that the payments that must be included in
Item 24 of Local 66G’s Form LM-3 are the authorized amounts, and, therefore, are
correctly reported.
Whatever your union’s policy, it should be reduced to writing and added to your union’s
bylaws or approved at an executive board or membership meeting where they can be
supported by entries in meeting minutes. Once established, it is important that your union
consistently follow its policy for handling vacation payments to officers.
I want to extend my personal appreciation to Bakery, Tobacco & Grain Local 66G for the
cooperation and courtesy extended during this compliance audit. I strongly recommend that you
make sure this letter and the compliance assistance materials provided to you are passed on to
future officers. If we can provide any additional assistance, please do not hesitate to call.
Sincerely,

Investigator

cc: Mr. Richard Popenhagen, Financial Secretary

